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Abstract
We present a scheme for the parallelization of quantum Monte Carlo
method on graphical processing units, focusing on variational Monte Carlo
simulation of bosonic systems. We use asynchronous execution schemes with
shared memory persistence, and obtain an excellent utilization of the acceler-
ator. The CUDA code is provided along with a package that simulates liquid
helium-4. The program was benchmarked on several models of Nvidia GPU,
including Fermi GTX560 and M2090, and the Kepler architecture K20 GPU.
Special optimization was developed for the Kepler cards, including placement
of data structures in the register space of the Kepler GPUs. Kepler-specific
optimization is discussed.
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Nature of problem:
QL package executes variational Monte Carlo for liquid helium-4 with Aziz II
interaction potential and a Jastrow pair product trial wavefunction. Sampling is
performed with a Metropolis scheme applied to single-particle updates. With min-
imal changes, the package can be applied to other bosonic fluids, given a pairwise
interaction potential and a wavefunction in the form of a product of one- and two-
body correlation factors.
Solution method:
The program is parallelized for execution with Nvidia GPU. By design, the gener-
ation of new configurations is performed with shared memory persistence and the
asynchronous execution allows for the CPU load masking.
Restrictions:
Code is limited to variational Monte Carlo. Due to the limitation of the shared
memory of GPU, only systems under 2 000 particles can be treated on the Fermi
generation cards, and up to 10 000 on Kepler cards.
Unusual features:
Additional comments:
Running time:
Because of the statistical nature of Monte Carlo calculations, computations may
be chained indefinitely to improve statistical accuracy. As an example, using the
QL package, the energy of a liquid helium system with 1952 atoms can can be
computed to within 1mK per atom in less than 20 minutes. This corresponds the
relative error of 10−4. It is unlikely that a higher accuracy may be needed.
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1. Introduction
Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) is an umbrella term for a family of first-
principles methods for solving quantum many-body problems. These are the
methods of choice for describing correlated quantum liquids and solids, with
a wide range of applications [1–3]. The methods scale well and can be used on
systems with hundreds and even thousands of particles. QMC is nonetheless
computationally expensive, creating a demand for efficient parallelization
schemes. In this work we present a parallelization of QMC for graphical
processing units (GPU).
A GPU processor is built with a number of transistors which is compa-
rable to that of a modern CPU, but allocates more transistors to the arith-
metic logical units, commonly called single processor cores. A GPU from
the Nvidia Kepler family, for example, hosts over two thousand such “cores”.
When properly programmed, GPUs allow to execute numerical algorithms
with significant acceleration. However, the large number of GPU cores are
created in expense of the cache memory and control units. The challenge is
to supply such a large number of cores with enough workload and to avoid
serialization.
Several groups reported successful attempts of GPU parallelization for
quantum Monte Carlo [4–9]. Most of these works relate to QMC methods
that either operate in the second quantization formalism or use an expansion
in finite basis sets and thus find their bottlenecks in operations on very large
matrices, or even in the generation of pseudorandom number sequences [4–
7]. The method that is considered here uses the real-space representation,
and the numerical challenges lie in the calculation of pair distances, estima-
tion of wavefunctions and expectation values. Numerically, QMC in space
representation is rather different from the above methods.
While the real-space representation for QMC is a wide-spread approach,
GPU parallelization of such methods has only been reported in Refs. [8, 9].
Anderson, Goddard, and Schro¨der described their GPU efforts in 2007 [8].
This early implementation masked the data structures as graphical objects
and used a GPU to process them. Such an approach necessarily had signif-
icant limitations. Nevertheless, Anderson et al. achieved acceleration, com-
paring to a single-core execution, of up to a factor of ×7. It was concluded in
[8] that the Amdahl law [10] imposed limitations to the achieved acceleration.
That is, the serial load represented a significant bottleneck. Presently, GPU
may be programmed with specially designed languages, most notably with
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CUDA for Nvidia GPUs. Recently, Elser, Kim, Ceperley, and Shulenburger
reported a CUDA implementation for the QMCPack package [9]. Compared
to the execution on four cores of a Xeon processor, the GPU-parallelized code
ran up to ×16 times faster. The works [8, 9] established certain approaches,
in particular, a successful use of the mixed precision for representing floating
point numbers. It should be noted that while both of Refs. [8, 9] considered
both variational and diffusion Monte Carlo, this work is limited to variational
Monte Carlo (VMC). Also, both of Refs. [8, 9] treated fermionic wavefunc-
tions for electrons. The present work deals with a bosonic quantum liquid,
and uses liquid 4He as an example. It should be noted that the nature of
numerical challenges differs significantly for the fermionic problems, which
require a determinant wavefunction. Our bosonic wavefunction is a Jastrow
product of pair correlation factors.
A good numerical throughput on the GPU became possible only after sev-
eral enhancements. In particular, asynchronous walker writeouts from GPU
to host memory allowed to limit reloading of walkers into the shared memory
of the GPU. As the essential data remains loaded into high-level memory of
the GPU, the GPU proceeds generating new configurations without delay.
For the new Kepler family of Nvidia GPUs, we made use of its very large
register space, allowing for better occupancy of the GPU and for the simula-
tion of significantly larger systems. Asynchronous kernel execution allowed
masking of the CPU load by the GPU run times, thus partially circumventing
the Amdahl limit. These and several other features are described in detail
below, and a working minimal code is provided.
2. Variational Monte Carlo
For a review of quantum Monte Carlo, readers may refer to Refs. [1–3,
11, 12]. The variational Monte Carlo relies on the variational principle which
states that for any approximate wavefunction ψ of a system with Hamiltonian
Hˆ, its ground-state energy E0 is bounded from above by
E0 ≤ 〈ψ|Hˆ|ψ〉〈ψ|ψ〉 . (1)
Minimization of the r.h.s. of Eq. (1) with respect to ψ yields an upper bound
for the ground state energy E0. Optimized trial wavefunction ψ may be taken
as the best guess for the true ground state of the system. Physical properties
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are extracted by evaluating the expectation values of their corresponding
quantum operators,
〈Aˆ〉 = 〈ψ|Aˆ|ψ〉〈ψ|ψ〉 . (2)
In particular, optimization of the trial wavefunction is the minimization of
〈Hˆ〉. The optimized variational wavefunction is also used for importance
sampling in first-principles many-body calculations, in particular the diffu-
sion Monte Carlo [13] and sometimes for the path integral ground state Monte
Carlo [14].
The trial wavefunction ψ is defined through a set of variational parameters
{αi} and the minimization implied by Eq. (1) is performed with respect
to these parameters. Using a real space representation of the many-body
wavefunction ψ,
〈ψ{α}|Aˆ|ψ{α}〉 =
∫
dr1 · · ·drN ψ∗{α}(r1, . . . , rN) Aˆ ψ{α}(r1, . . . , rN), (3)
where r1 through rN denote coordinates of all particles in the system. In
variational Monte Carlo, the multidimensional integral (3) is evaluated via a
Monte Carlo integration scheme, and this constitutes the numerical challenge
of the method.
The Monte Carlo integration of Eq. (3) is carried out by sampling of the
configuration space1
X = {r1, . . . , rN}
with probability proportional to the non-negative density ψ∗(X)ψ(X) [15–
18] . Normalization implies that the distribution of samples in the configu-
ration space follows the probability density given by
P (X) dX =
ψ∗(X)ψ(X)
〈ψ|ψ〉 dX . (4)
Averaging over this distribution the local value of an operator, defined as
AL(X) =
Aˆψ(X)
ψ(X)
,
1Additional degrees of freedom are readily accommodated.
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yields the integral of Eq. (3) and thus the operator’s expectation value (2).
In this work, the distribution of Eq. (4) is sampled with the Metropolis
scheme [19]. The position in the configuration space X is transformed to
a position X ′ = D(X) and the new position is accepted with probability
equal to the ratio of the probability densities in the transformed and original
configurations. Thus the updated configuration is taken as
X
updated ←


X
′, if
|ψ(X ′)|2
|ψ(X)|2 > ξ
X, otherwise ,
(5)
where ξ is a pseudorandom number uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. The
Markov chain produced with the acceptance criterion (5) provides configu-
rations distributed according to the desired probability density (4).
We aim to describe the bulk properties of liquid helium-4. With a very
good accuracy, helium atoms may be considered particle-like with a known
pairwise interaction. The Hamiltonian is given by
Hˆ = − ~
2
2mHe
N∑
i
∇2i +
N∑
i<j
V (rij),
where mHe is the mass of the
4He atom, N is the number of atoms in the
system, and rij is the distance between particles i and j. For the pairwise
interaction V (r), we will use HFD-B(HE) (known as Aziz-II) interatomic
potential [20].
The form of the wavefunction which we implemented is a widely used
Jastrow product of pair correlation factors [21],
ψ(X) =
N∏
i<j
eu(rij) = e
∑
i<j u(rij) . (6)
The choice of wavefunction fully defines the probability density for the Metropo-
lis sampling in variational Monte Carlo, according to Eq. (5). We have imple-
mented the parallelization for single-particle updates, where only one atom
is displaced at a time to form the new configuration X ′. The transformed
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(trial) configuration X ′ is given by
X
′ = {r1, . . . , rs−1, rs + δ, rs+1, . . . , rN},
where s is a randomly selected particle index and δ is a randomly selected
displacement. We use Gaussian-distributed displacements. Single-particle
updates result in autocorrelation times in the generated Markov chain that
only scale as the first order in the number of particles. Such updates are suit-
able for VMC sampling of quantum liquids with large number of atoms. For
single-particle updates of a system given by (6), the acceptance probability
in a Metropolis step (5) becomes
|ψ(X ′)|2
|ψ(X)|2 = exp
{
2
∑
i 6=s
[u(|rs + δ − ri|)− u(|rs − ri|)]
}
. (7)
We use a symmetrized form for u(r),
u(r) =


f(r) + f(L− r)
2f(L/2)
, r ≤ L/2
1 , r > L/2.
(8)
The symmetrization length L is usually chosen as the smallest box dimension.
Symmetrization results in a continuous first derivative of ψ(X), removes tail
corrections to the kinetic energy and allows to use alternative estimators for
the this energy. The pair-correlation factor f(r) is chosen in the Schiff-Verlet
form [16]
f(r) = −1
2
(
b
r
)5
. (9)
This function prevents the overlap of atomic cores. The power in r−5 is
dictated by the behavior of helium-helium interaction potential at short dis-
tances and is close to optimal for the Aziz-II potential. The parameter b is
the only variational parameter in this wavefunction.
Much more complicated forms of the trial wavefunctions exist for strongly
correlated quantum liquids and solids [22–25]. Even for the Jastrow form of
Eq. (6), the pair factor u(r) can be considerably more complex and compu-
tationally expensive. Triple-correlation forms are also used [25]. However,
additional arithmetics increase the parallel fraction of the program and only
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improves the parallelization outcome. The simple choice of the wavefunction
is made with the purpose to demonstrate the strength of the parallelization
scheme.
3. GPU features and architecture
In this section, we introduce the relevant terminology, and review a num-
ber of GPU features that were taken advantage of in our program.
Single computing cores of the GPU are grouped into units called stream-
ing multiprocessors (SM or SMX for Kepler architecture). Each SM contains
additionally several special function units, a large amount of register space
and a high-level user-managed cache called shared memory. A GPU unit
typically includes between one and twelve GB of an on-board high-speed
operating memory accessible to all SMs. This memory is called global.
A routine commanded by a CPU to be executed on a GPU is called a
kernel. A kernel is executed by a certain number of thread blocks. Each thread
block is resident on a multiprocessor and the threads within a block are easily
synchronized. Communication and synchronization between different thread
blocks is, however, slow and in principle not guaranteed by the language
standard. To compute quantities to desired precision, it is productive to
generate several independent Markov chains, each thread block working on its
own walker. Only for very large systems, it becomes advantageous to use all
multiprocessors simultaneously to work on a single Markov chain. Advancing
a single walker is also preferable for systems with very long equilibration
times. Such a cooperating approach, with synchronization written along the
lines of Ref. [26], has been successfully tried out but is not included here.
Using multiple walkers is also more compatible with other QMC methods.
By design, each multiprocessor is capable of maintaining a very large
number of threads with an intact register space for each thread, and can
rapidly switch between the threads. Quite unlike for CPU, the GPU masks
memory latency and the latency of mathematical units by switching between
threads in a thread block and executing the instructions for the threads that
are ready to proceed. It is thus favorable to run a very large number of
threads on each SM, much larger than the actual number of single cores.
We take advantage of this by partitioning the calculation of interparticle
distances to different threads, each thread only computing several distances.
The number of threads in a threadblock does not have to equal the number
of particles.
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Successive chunks of 32 threads, called warps, simultaneously execute the
same instruction sequence but with their own data. Conditional branching
within warps is possible but results in serialization. Thus all threads in a
given warp are automatically synchronized. The warp synchronicity is heav-
ily exploited in the QL package, especially when performing parallel reduction
such as for the sum of Eq. (7). This leads to a noticeable improvement in
the execution times. The functionality can be switched by a preprocessor
macro, as warp synchronicity is not strictly a part of the CUDA standard.
Warp synchronicity is exercised on the thread level and it can be used even
when the number of particles is not a multiple of the warp size.
GPU kernels may write directly to the host memory via the front-side
bus. This process does not require terminating the kernel, allowing for shared
memory persistence. All the caches and SM shared memory content and even
registers may be kept intact. The data transfer to the host memory is also
asynchronous with respect to the kernel’s execution. The kernel proceeds
to the next operation after posting the memory command, even though the
memory transaction completes thousands of cycles later. We take advantage
of this feature by keeping the walkers in the shared memory, and regularly
“writing out” a copy to the central RAM. The SM proceeds to the next
calculation immediately, and does not need to reload the coordinates. This
feature was essential for achieving the reported performance.
Once a kernel is launched, control returns to the CPU, without waiting
for the GPU task to finish. This capability is exploited to run the GPU
and CPU parts of the code simultaneously. These are referred here as the
GPU-side and CPU-side. The GPU performs the heavy number crunching;
the code on CPU at the same time processes generated configurations and
prepares raw random numbers for the next chunk of calculations. So long
as the execution times of the CPU-side are shorter than those of the GPU,
the load of CPU computations is almost completely masked. This is further
discussed in Section 4.
4. Load masking, optimal execution and the modified Amdahl law
4.1. Optimal execution
Variational Monte Carlo calculations can be seen as consisting of two in-
terleaved tasks: generating the Markov chains to produce new configurations
(according to the goal distribution) and then computing various observables
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on these configurations. We refer to the former as the generation steps, and to
the latter as the analysis steps. A number N of single-particle updates (some-
times called microupdates), where N is the number of particles, constitute a
macroupdate and separate configurationsX j andX j+1 in our notation. The
cost of one microupdate includes computing N interparticle distances for the
sum of Eq. (7). Thus the cost of performing one macroupdate is O(N2), the
same as that of a typical analysis step, but possibly with quite a different
coefficient. The consecutive configurations are correlated, and one needs to
decide the optimal number of macroupdates to be performed between the
analysis steps. Optimal conditions result in the smallest statistical errors
given the available computer time.
For a stationary walk, the autocorrelation function R(k) of the sequence
can be defined as
R(k) =
∑
i (Ai − 〈A〉) (Ai+k − 〈A〉)∑
i (Ai − 〈A〉)2
,
where Ai is the sequence of calculated observable values, and 〈A〉 is its mean.
We further define the autocorrelation time mc of a sequence as the sum of
the autocorrelation function [27],
mc =
∞∑
k=1
R(k).
For an uncorrelated sequence, R(k) = δk,0, and the autocorrelation time mc
defined in this way is equal to zero2. While the above definitions can be used
to perform the autocorrelation analysis directly [28, 29], the autocorrelation
time can also be extracted by reblocking techniques [3, 30].
Given mc is the autocorrelation time between successive configurations,
and that configurations are only analyzed every m macroupdates (that is,
one only performs analysis on configurations Xj , Xj+m, Xj+2m, . . . ), the
2The use of word “time” here should be understood to represent the position along
the Markov chain, and not actual physical dynamics, which is absent from Monte Carlo
simulations.
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true uncertainty in the mean of a computed quantity is3
σ =
σ0√
nsamples
√
1 +
2mc
m
, (10)
where σ20 is the variance of the distribution of this quantity and nsamples is
the number of analysis instances [27]. This expression is not modified in
the important case when several independent Markov chains are used. Given
that nsamples is the total number of the samples collected in all chains and the
number of the chains isW , the number of samples in each chain is nsamples/W
and the resulting uncertainty is given by
σ =
1√
W
σ0√
nsamples/W
√
1 +
2mc
m
=
σ0√
nsamples
√
1 +
2mc
m
.
This reasoning applies so long as the number of samples in each chain is large,
nsamples/W ≫ 1. Thus, regardless of the value of mc, progressing several
independent chains is as good as progressing a single but correspondingly
longer chain. This equally applies to the case of very strong autocorrelation.
A significant caveat, however, is that the chains have to be independent.
This may become a difficulty for systems with very large initial equilibration
times. Such a situation is discussed further below.
For fixed computer time, nsamples is inversely proportional to the time
between analyses tstep. Let tA be the time necessary for analysis, and tG
the generation time necessary to produce one macroupdate. If both the
generation and analysis are performed on the same unit,
tstep = tA +mtG, (11)
and the optimization of Eq. (10) gives
m =
√
2mc
tA
tG
=
√
2mcα. (12)
3 For the following analysis, we assume that the central limit theorem (CLT) applies
strictly to the computed quantities. This is the case for our system. However, readers
should be aware that weaker forms of CLT may arise, especially for nodal wavefunctions
[31, 32].
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Above we introduced α, the ratio of time needed for analysis and macroup-
date generation,
α = tA/tG.
Consider now the asynchronous generation, in which the GPU generates
new macroupdates, and the CPU performs analysis on previously prepared
configurations at the same time. The asynchronous time per analysis instance
is
tstep = max(mtG, tA). (13)
The optimization of Eq. (10) yields, unsurprisingly,
m =
tA
tG
= α, (14)
that is, both CPU and GPU are used at all times. The time that GPU
takes to generate m macroupdates is mtG. Meanwhile, the CPU side has
just enough time to perform the analysis, since Eq. (14) requires tA = mtG.
4.2. Selecting the optimal analysis regime
We can now estimate the penalty that one pays by using a non-optimal
number of the analysis instances. The computer time necessary to reach a
given error level σ∗ is given by Eq. (10) as
t = nsampleststep =
(σ0
σ∗
)2(
1 +
2mc
m
)
tstep.
It is a common practice to perform analysis after every macroupdate, corre-
sponding to m = 1. We begin with the case when both the generation and
analysis are performed sequentially on the same unit4. Using Eqs. (10–12),
one can find the ratio Pseq of computer times tseq necessary to reach a target
uncertainty level when either m = 1 or m is selected optimally as given in
Eq. (12),
Pseq(m = 1) =
tseq(m = 1)
tseq(m =
√
2mcα)
=
(α+ 1)(1 + 2mc)
α
(
1 +
√
2mc
α
)2 . (15)
4This applies both to a fully CPU-bound calculation and to the simulations with the
observables being computed on the GPU along with the Markov chain generation.
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The largest penalty occurs for strong autocorrelation, when the penalty ratio
reaches the value Pseq = α + 1. If the cost of computing the observable is
similar to the cost of performing the macroupdate, then we can expect that
α is of the order of unity since the calculations are performed on the same
unit. The penalty of performing analysis on every step is, therefore, not
prohibitive. On the contrary, the value of α for the GPU-accelerated Markov
walk with observables computed on the CPU is expected to be considerably
large. It is closely related to the achieved overall acceleration. In this case,
the ratio Pmask of computer time for m = 1 and optimal m given by Eq. (14)
is equal to
Pmask(m = 1) =
tmask(m = 1)
tmask(m = α)
=
α(1 + 2mc)
α + 2mc
.
This ratio cannot exceed Pmask = α, but in this case the penalty can be large.
It is caused by the unnecessary idling of the accelerator.
Similar considerations apply when one chooses to perform the analysis
some every m steps. In this case, the penalty ratio for the sequential case is
bounded by
1 ≤ Pseq(m) < 1 + max
(
α
m
,
m− 1
α + 1
)
.
For masked execution with the GPU, the penalty is bounded by
1 ≤ Pmask(m) < max
( α
m
,
m
α
)
.
Notice that the upper bounds do not contain the autocorrelation time mc.
It is therefore possible to determine a “good” value for m without perform-
ing the autocorrelation analysis. Instead, one can determine α from simple
benchmarking, and select m ≈ α. For the sequential execution, the penalty
is at most twofold: 1 ≤ Pseq(m = α) < 2. The upper limit is only reached for
very strong autocorrelation, when mc ≫ α. For the CPU+GPU execution,
it is in any case optimal to choose m = α, see Eq. (14). In practice, optimal
m is often determined empirically through a series of benchmarks. In this
case, using m ≈ α is a good starting point.
When the autocorrelation time mc is large, the analysis needs to be per-
formed infrequently and can be done on the CPU-side. The cost of analysis
will be masked by the time that that the GPU needs to spend creating new
configurations. However, if the autocorrelation time mc is small, the analysis
should be performed frequently, and the the CPU-side becomes the bottle-
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neck. If one needs to minimize the errorbars for such an observable, one
should consider either moving the calculation of the observable to the GPU,
or accelerating their computation on the CPU.
4.3. Modified Amdahl law
With increased parallelization, even a small serial fraction in a program
inevitably becomes the main computational bottleneck. This observation is
known as the Amdahl law [10]. The serial fraction arises not only from parts
of the algorithm that were not parallelized, but also from the communication
and synchronization between parallel workers. Given that S is the serial and
P the parallel fractions of the program (S + P = 1), and M is the number
of parallel threads or processes, the achievable acceleration A is given by
A =
S + P
S + P/M
=
1
S + (1− S)/M <
1
S
.
For a program with the GPU acceleration, all work that remains on the
CPU-side appears as the serial fraction, since it is not parallelized for the
accelerator. The same consideration applies to the communication between
the CPU and GPU. It is thus often the case that the CPU-side of the program
becomes the bottleneck of the GPU parallelization, since M ≫ 1 and the
Amdahl limit regime is quickly reached.
The load masking leads to a modified form of the Amdahl law. Suppose
that RCPU is the code fraction that remains on the CPU
5, and the serial and
parallelizable parts that are moved to the GPU are SGPU and PGPU. Thus
RCPU + SGPU + PGPU = 1.
There is an additional overhead associated with launching the parallel pro-
cess; it is omitted here for clarity. If the parallel portion of the GPU code
may be accelerated by a factor M , the resulting speed-up is
Amask(M) =
1
max(RCPU, SGPU +M−1PGPU)
. (16)
5CPU side of the program need not be serial. It may, for example, use OpenMP
acceleration to utilize all available CPU cores. In this case RCPU corresponds to the
combined time of the CPU execution, RCPU = SCPU +D
−1PCPU, where D is the number
of CPU threads.
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Figure 1: (Color online) Illustration of the modified Amdahl law. Here,
we used R = 2% for the computational fraction remaining on the host,
and S = 0.5% for the serial fraction of the GPU kernel. Horizontal axis
shows the parallelization factor M , as explained in the text. The vertical
axis shows achievable acceleration ratios. The dashed blue line corresponds
to the “traditional” Amdahl law, that is, the acceleration achievable via
synchronous execution as given by Eq. (18). The solid green line shows the
Amdahl law which results from concurrent (asynchronous) execution and
load masking, as shown in Eq. (16). While the maximal acceleration values
are quite close (×40 and ×50), the asynchronous execution reaches its limit
significantly faster.
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For a GPU, the parallelization factorM is related to the number of available
cores, but also strongly depends on a number of other factors. In the case of
a complete CPU-side masking, acceleration reduces to
Amask(M) =
1
SGPU +M−1PGPU
=
M
MSGPU + PGPU
, (17)
with the CPU fraction RCPU completely removed from the equation. Because
the serial component of Markov chain generation is much smaller than the
serial fraction of the entire program, we have SGPU ≪ RCPU ≪ 1. Having
isolated the serial GPU fraction SGPU, we may focus on minimizing it by
improving the program. In the absence of load masking, the acceleration
is limited by SGPU + RCPU ≈ RCPU, and the CPU-side execution quickly
becomes the bottleneck.
The maximum acceleration Amask that can be achieved under the modified
version of the Amdahl law of Eq. (16) is given by R−1. If the execution of
the GPU-side was synchronous with the CPU-side, the standard Amdahl law
would apply, with the acceleration given by
Asyn(M) =
1
RCPU + SGPU +M−1PGPU
. (18)
The maximum acceleration in this case is given by (R + S)−1 . R−1, that
is, not much different from the limit of Amask. Moreover, it holds that
Amask/Asyn ≤ 2, by itself not a remarkable improvement. It simply reflects
the fact that one has two devices to use for computation: the GPU and the
CPU itself. What is special about the structure of Eq. (16) is the nature
in which Amask approaches the maximal value. The difference is illustrated
in Fig. 1. For the purpose of illustration, we have chosen R = 0.02 and
S = 0.005. The masked execution approaches its maximal without the slow
tapering characteristic of the traditional Amdahl law. Thus, achieving the
theoretical limit is possible for Amask, and the smaller required paralleliza-
tion factor M means that the parallelization overhead needs not grow into a
bottleneck of its own.
4.4. Additional considerations
Even when the GPU performs both the generation and analysis, load
masking improves the performance. For example, random numbers may be
prepared by the CPU for the next block while the GPU is busy, as described
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below. Memory transactions through the system bus are also at least par-
tially masked. An important consequence is that other, less computationally
intensive tasks and analysis may remain on the CPU without any perfor-
mance penalty.
The set of coordinates and other data representing each Markov chain is
commonly referred to as a “walker”. Optimal execution of the GPU code
requires a careful selection of the number of walkers (and thus thread blocks).
The number of walkers should be maximal such that all thread blocks still
remain simultaneously resident on the GPU. For smaller systems, number
of threads equal to the number of particles is optimal. However, reducing
the number of threads has the benefit of smaller relative loop overheads
(each thread serves several interparticle distances), reduced required register
space and smaller temporary arrays (allowing for a larger number of resident
thread blocks), and a reduced cost of parallel reduction schemes. For this
reason, large systems are best computed with the number of threads which
is several times smaller than the number of particles. To make use of warp
synchronicity, it is beneficial to use the number of threads such that it is a
multiple of the warp size, equal to 32. Once the number of threads has been
decided, the maximum number of resident blocks can be determined from
the compute capability of the device, which determines maximum number
of total resident threads on a multiprocessor. The optimal number of blocks
may be below this value due to memory restrictions. Finally, to save time
on copying the random numbers to the GPU, it is best to use the largest
number of steps which is allowed by the size of the GPU global memory.
Special care must be taken when simulating systems with large equilibra-
tion times. This effectively means that the simulation starts with large au-
tocorrelation time (this interval is called “equilibration”; observables should
not be collected during this initial stage). The equilibration finishes when
the autocorrelation time decreases to its “normal” value, and afterwards the
observables fluctuate about their average values. In this case, it is optimal
to first progress a smaller number of walkers (or just a single walker) to pass
the equilibration stage. The equilibrated walkers are then replicated and
the simulation continues with the number of walkers that is optimal for the
hardware. For the distributed package, however, there is little speed gain
when using fewer walkers than the number of multiprocessors on the GPU.
Thus for the equilibration stage, it is optimal to use the number of walkers
equal to the the number of multiprocessors.
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5. Implementation
5.1. Computational workflow
In this section we discuss in greater detail the workflow of the program.
As described above, the part of the code that executes on the CPU is referred
to as the CPU-side, and the GPU-side refers to execution on the graphical
card. “Global memory” is the term used for the RAM memory of the GPU,
and “host memory” refers to the main RAM of the computer.
Upon starting of the program, input files provide starting walker coordi-
nates, box dimension, random sequence seed and execution parameters. The
CPU-side allocates page-locked arrays in host memory and the necessary
arrays in global memory of the GPU. The former are used to pass walker co-
ordinates to and from the GPU, and the latter are used to supply the GPU
with random numbers.
For statistical analysis of Monte Carlo results, the execution is broken
into blocks. Values averaged during a block are written to a file and values
from successive blocks may be later averaged and analyzed for correlation
and standard deviation values [30]. Walker coordinates and random seeds
are also written to files at the end of each block. Thus every block-end
provides a natural restore point.
An instance at which the GPU writes walker coordinates into page-locked
host memory is here called a writeout. Writeout also includes values such as
the acceptance ratio, computed potential and kinetic energies. The writeouts
are performed by the GPU code within the main computational kernel. This
allows to achieve shared memory persistence. It is the persistence that, in
our case, contributes most significantly to a good GPU utilization. Addi-
tional benefit of the writeouts is masking of the CPU load as described in
Section 4. Each writeout occurs into a unique separate space in the host
memory. In the beginning of a block, the program writes computationally
impossible values into the writeout arrays. For example, negative values for
particle coordinates. After starting the GPU kernel, the CPU-side loops over
the memory space until the area to which a given generation of walkers is des-
tined has been written to. Freshly arrived data is then taken for processing.
The behavior is assisted by forbidding host caching of the writeout arrays
through the cudaHostAllocWriteCombined flag to the cudaHostAlloc com-
mand. While it is not guaranteed that the writeout data will even begin to
arrive before the kernel finishes, we have tested this behavior on a range of
systems and always observed properly completed, uncorrupted asynchronous
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writeouts. Because each writeout occurs to its reserved part of memory, in
the worst-case scenario the data will be received after the kernel finishes, pre-
serving program correctness. There is a build-in check in the program which
warns the users if the kernel in fact executes synchronously6.
The execution of a block is outlined in Fig. 2. The CPU-side copies
random numbers to the GPU, launches a GPU kernel for the Box-Muller
transform, and after that, the main computation kernel. The Box-Muller
transform is used to produce the Gaussian-distributed particle displacements.
Once launched, the kernel loads walker coordinates from page-locked host
memory, and begins to produce the Metropolis updates. Each thread block
serves one walker, that is, one Markov chain of configurations. For each mi-
croupdate, the thread block loads the random particle index j, the “dice”
variable ξ, and three displacement coordinates δj from the GPU global mem-
ory.7 Each thread computes distances from the updated particle to one or
several other particles, and computes u(|rj − ri + δj|) − u(|rj − ri|) (see
Eq. (7)). Periodic boundary conditions are applied to all interparticle dis-
tances. After this, a parallel reduction scheme is invoked and the sum from
all threads in a thread block is accumulated in the zeroth element of the
array thread sum. Zeroth thread makes the update decision according to
Eq. (5),
d←
{
exp
[
2
∑
i 6=j
u(|rj − ri + δj |)− u(|rj − ri|)
]
> ξ
}
,
where the left-value is an integer variable and the logical right-value is eval-
uated as 1 when true and 0 otherwise. Update happens non-conditionally
as
rj ← rj + δjd.
After predetermined number of updates, threads perform a writeout of walker
6Asynchronous execution is automatically disabled, for example, in case of certain
profiling flags to the compiler. Synchronicity may also be forced with a preprocessor
variable.
7Notice that the decision variable is effectively prefetched as it is called at the beginning
of the microupdate along with several other variables. The value arrives before it is needed
at the end of the microupdate. Such a small difference may account for several percent of
performance.
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Figure 2: Block-diagram representation of the workflow. In this case, the CPU-side generates raw random
numbers and sends them to the GPU-side for Box-Muller processing. Once the GPU obtains the starting
walker configurations, it starts the Markov chain. Every m macroupdates, the GPU sends the configurations
back to the CPU for processing. Meanwhile, the GPU continues the generation. When the CPU-side is not
occupied, it generates some raw random numbers to be used in the next block. A typical calculation consists
of a considerable number of such blocks. Each block consists of an uninterrupted kernel, with configurations
remaining in the shared memory. The size of a block is limited by the GPU global memory, typically at
228 = 268 · 106 microupdates.
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coordinates and other necessary data. All threads participate in the memory
command, with the data sequence ordered to ensue coalesced memory access.
5.2. Random numbers
The generation of the (pseudo)random numbers is separated from the
Markov chain generator. An entire sequence of “raw” pseudorandom num-
bers (uniformly distributed on the unit interval) that is necessary for the
computational block is generated and placed in the GPU global memory.
The sequence is indicated in Fig. 2. This approach provided three advan-
tages: (i) Pseudorandom (and truly random) number generators may be
readily interchanged, making it easy to test new generators, especially those
that work from the GPU. (ii) Generating a large quantity of random num-
bers at once proved significantly faster than producing them one-by-one as
the need arises. The gain in speed overcomes the necessary limitation from
the bandwidth of RAM because of the resulting favorable memory access
patterns. (iii) Numbers may be generated for the next block by the CPU
while the CPU-side is waiting on the GPU kernel to finish. This is, in effect, a
masking of CPU load with respect to the pseudorandom number generation,
as described in Section 4.
The number of operations necessary to perform a macroupdate scales
as O(N2), while the number of necessary pseudorandom numbers is 5N .
Thus producing sufficient amount of random numbers is a challenge only
for small systems. In practice, generating raw random numbers became a
bottleneck only for systems with fewer than 256 particles. The program
has a remarkable appetite for the random numbers when computing small
systems. For example, in the case of a 64-particle system with 128 walkers on
a Tesla M2090 card, the GPU consumed over 100 million random numbers
per second, rate limited by the generator. For such cases, one may opt for
GPU-parallel generators, such as those provided by the CURAND library
[33].
Pre-generation of the entire set of pseudorandom numbers makes it con-
venient to use non-standard sources of uncorrelated sequences. For instance,
we successfully tested our results against the AMU sequence of true random
numbers produced from vacuum fluctuation measurements [34].
5.3. Register-heavy routines for Kepler architecture
The Kepler K20 is the latest generation GPU from Nvidia. The Kepler
chipset sports a considerably increased number of computing cores, but a
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reduced number of streaming multiprocessors (called SMX on Kepler). The
amount of shared memory per multiprocessor is the same as in the previous,
Fermi generation of GPU. That is, 32 KB per multiprocessor. Thus the total
amount of shared memory on the card was reduced, while the number of
cores increased dramatically. Providing these cores with enough work proved
to be a challenge. The issue was resolved by moving the walker data into
the register space of the SMX. The Kepler chipset is equipped by 512 KB of
register space per SMX, which is considerably larger than the available shared
memory. Thus the walker data is partitioned, and each thread stores into its
registers the coordinates for several particles of the walker. When a particle is
displaced for a trial move, the holding thread releases necessary coordinates
to the rest of the threads through shared memory. This approach allowed for
considerably more resident walkers on an SMX, giving better occupancy and
increased performance. For the benchmarking, all K20 results were obtained
with such register heavy routines. The routines are provided as part of the
released program and may be selected through a preprocessor macro. In
addition to improved performance, the use of the register space on the K20
allows to compute much larger systems, in excess of ten thousand atoms.
5.4. Quantum Liquids package
The CUDA routines that are described here are provided along with the
code code that is used to properly launch the calculations. The GPU code
is written in the C implementation of CUDA [35], while the supporting code
is provided in Fortran. The resulting program is distributed as a package
through the Computer Physics Communications Program Library. We refer
to this program as the QL package. The QL package is a simplified version
of a larger quantum fluids and solids package. The simplification allows us to
focus on the GPU parallelization scheme. However, only basic functionality
in terms of the observables is included. The supplied package files include
a short manual. The manual lists the file structure of the program, input
and output files, and control variables. Interested readers should refer to
the manual for setting up the calculations. The distributed package is pro-
grammed to simulate 4He with HFD-B(HE) (known as Aziz-II) interatomic
potential [20] and a Jastrow wavefunction as described by Eqs. (6),(8),(9).
It should be relatively straightforward to adapt the package to other bosonic
systems, especially if the wavefunction remains in the Jastrow form. The list
of necessary changes is detailed in the manual.
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The QL package is distributed in the form of a compressed .tar archive.
Unpacking creates a directory called ql, which contains a makefile and the
makefile configuration script, and a number of subdirectories. Compilation
requires the CUDA compiler nvcc and the GNU Fortran compiler. The make
command should be invoked directly in the directory ql. For a standard
Linux distribution, executing
make ql
in the command shell may be sufficient to compile the program. Alterna-
tively, users may first run the configuration script, and execute
make configure
make clean
make ql
The configuration script tries to locate the libraries and necessary compilers.
Upon successful compilation, the user should be able to change to the
subdirectory bin and execute the program by entering
./ql
in the command prompt. The package is distributed with the input files
that are ready to simulate liquid 4He at its experimental equilibrium den-
sity, with 1000 atoms and 16 walkers. The program should finish in less
than three minutes. This sample run will execute 20 computational blocks,
each block consisting of 100 analysis instances. Each analysis is separated
by 4 macroupdates. Thus the sample run executes 128 million single-particle
updates. During the execution, several data files are produced in the same
directory. These include e.dat with the energy values from each block,
acceptance.dat with the average Metropolis acceptance rates, and final config.dat
with the last walker coordinates. File kinetic.dat contains two indepen-
dent estimates for the kinetic energy. The values in the second and third
columns of this file should be statistically equal. File store seed.dat con-
tains the last used seed of the pseudorandom sequence. The details of the
output file format are described in the provided manual, which can be found
in the subdirectory ql/doc. The contents of e.dat become as follows (not
all digits are shown),
1 -5.8007 -20.9134 15.1127
2 -5.8122 -20.9253 15.1131
3 -5.7851 -20.9589 15.1738
...
19 -5.8102 -20.9566 15.1464
20 -5.7813 -20.9187 15.1373
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The acceptance rates in file acceptance.dat become
1 0.3725
2 0.3727
3 0.3722
...
19 0.3720
20 0.3723
It should be noted that the produced output depends on the pseudo-
random sequence used, which is compiler-dependent. Only the averages of
the computed values need to be equal between different compilers. The dis-
tributed package uses Fortran built-in generator. We have used the code
with the GNU Fortran compiler, which implements Marsaglia’s well-known
KISS generator.
The parameters file parameters.in specifies the execution configuration,
including the number of the computational blocks (field blockstogo), the
number of analysis instances, or writeouts, in a block (stepsinablock), num-
ber of macroupdates between writeouts (variablem in Fig. 2; field vmcmacrosteps),
dimensions of the simulation volume (field bulkdimarray), parameter b for
the wavefunction (see Eq.(9); field jastrowb), particle mass in a.m.u. (mass),
and the amplitude multiplier for the random displacements (mtpstep). Changes
in these parameters do not require recompilation.
Variables that require recompilation are included in the form of prepro-
cessor macros in file setup.h, which is located in the source directory ql/src.
The number of particles, walkers, threads, and the functionality which is per-
formed on the GPU are set in setup.h. The file setup.pp is the preprocessor
header file that is used for the Fortran source files, and it is automatically
produced by Make by stripping the comment lines from setup.h. Therefore,
one should never have to edit setup.pp, which is automatically removed by
Make after the compilation.
In order to accumulate sufficient statistics, it is often desirable to chain
the execution of the Monte Carlo program. To do this, one has to copy the
last walker coordinates and the last pseudorandom sequence seed into input
files, by executing
cp final_config.dat configuration.in
cp store_seed.dat seed.in
After the copy commands, the program may be launched again and it will
continue from the point at which it had last finished. Values for energy,
acceptance rate, and pair distribution function histograms will be appended
to the already existing data files.
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While we have tested the program with the currently available Fermi and
Kepler architectures, the code should be future-compatible with the upcom-
ing generations of GPU. The Kepler-specific optimization should be useful
for the announced Maxwell and Volta cards, since it amounts to the extensive
use of the expanded register space. Users can toggle such optimization on
and off with a preprocessor macro, as described in the manual.
6. Benchmarking conditions
The reported acceleration values are ratios of times measured for the
GPU-parallelized and serial code executed on the same machine. We have
decided to compare the execution of our CPU+GPU code to the execution on
a single-core of a CPU, notwithstanding the fact that a GPU is usually accom-
panied by a powerful CPU with several cores. Notice that the CPU+GPU
execution also uses only a single CPU thread. One may argue that the ac-
celeration should be compared with a run which utilizes all available CPU
cores. However, we find the single-core comparison appropriate for several
important reasons. First of all, in practice, the calculations of the kind de-
scribed here are so numerically demanding that they are performed on large
clusters or supercomputers. The decision about using a GPU accelerator in
such a case is guided by comparing available GPUs to an available allocation
of core-hours on a supercomputer. Second, the code that uses several cores
needs to be parallelized, and questions may arise regarding the efficiency
of such parallelization. Inefficient OpenMP implementations will artificially
boost the apparent GPU acceleration numbers. A skeptical reader may al-
ways divide our results by the number of cores on the CPU, corresponding
to an ideal OpenMP implementation, but the reverse is not possible without
careful (and distracting) performance analysis of the CPU parallelization.
Finally, single-core benchmarking is a widely accepted practice and allows
for a better comparison with other works.
We note that the same optimized routines were also written for the
CPU. Thus the CPU-only program is optimized in good faith just like the
GPU+CPU program. While the CPU was always used with a single core,
automatic SIMD vectorization for the CPU was used on the compiler level.
SIMD instructions allow for a small level of data parallelism already on the
single-core level of a CPU. It is possible that a full manual optimization of
the SIMD parallelization would additionally improve the CPU version of the
program. However, we judged against such parallelization.
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Table 1: Configuration of the computers used for benchmarking. The top
column shows the labels used to refer to the corresponding machine in the
text. M2090s were accessed on a BullX GPU cluster in the Barcelona Super-
computing Center. The 560Ti and K20 were installed on a workstation.
560Ti M2090 K20
Architecture Workstation Cluster Workstation
CPU
make Intel Intel Intel
type i5-2500 Xeon E5649 i5-3570
clock frequency 3.3 GHz 2.5 GHz 3.4 GHz
memory 16 GB 24 GB 12 GB
L3 cache 6 MB 12 MB 6 MB
GPU
series GeForce Tesla Tesla
architecture Fermi Fermi Kepler
chipset GF114 T20A GK110
model GTX 560 Ti M2090 K20
compute capability 2.1 2.0 3.5
number of cores 384 512 2496
sm(smx) count 8 16 13
cores per sm 48 32 192
clock frequency 1.8 GHz 1.3 GHz 0.71 GHz
global memory 1.0 Gb 6.0 Gb 5.0 Gb
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The Jastrow wavefunction that is used in this code is on purpose a rather
simple one for its class. The mathematical load is small, while all the pair
distances nonetheless need to be computed, and thus all the memory opera-
tions are still necessary, along with the pseudorandom number generation. In
practice, one often uses trial functions that are much more elaborated. Addi-
tional arithmetic complexity of the wavefunction in fact improves the parallel
performance. In other words, we are testing the code with an unfavorable
trial wavefunction.
Performance tests have been carried on several machines with different
Nvidia GPU models. The computer specifications are summarized in Table 1.
The Fermi-architecture 560Ti is a card from the GeForce family. It is a
popular and very affordable card with excellent heat and noise control. Our
560Ti was overclocked by the manufacturer. The Tesla M2090 is a Fermi
card designed specially for scientific computing. Tesla M2090s were accessed
in a GPU cluster provided by the Barcelona Supercomputing Center. It
should be noted that the Xeon processor accompanying the M2090 has a
slower clock than the i5 CPUs in the other machines. This influences the
acceleration ratios presented later, and one should be aware of this when
trying to compare different cards. Finally, the Tesla K20 card was used in
an Intel i5 workstation. The Tesla K20 is the latest Kepler architecture
card from Nvidia. Kepler devices provide a significantly increased number of
cores (in this case, 2496), a much larger register space, and instructions for
improving global memory caching.
7. Results
Calculations were performed for a system representing liquid helium at
its equilibrium density ρ = 21.86 nm3. The wavefunction was of the Jastrow
type (6), (8), (9), with the parameter b at optimum value b = 0.307 nm.
The single-particle displacement was Gaussian-distributed with a root mean
square displacement of 0.5ρ−1/3, which results in the acceptance of roughly
40% of trial moves. We used the HFD-B(HE) (known as Aziz-II) interatomic
interaction potential [20]. The simulation box was always cubic with peri-
odic boundary conditions. The cutoff distance for the potential and for the
correlation factors (length L/2 in Eq. (8)) was set at half the box size. Cal-
culations were performed on three different cards, as detailed in Section 6
and specified in Table 1.
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7.1. Load masking
First we demonstrate masking of the CPU load by the GPU execution
as described in Section 4. The calculations were made on the 560Ti card
for eight independent Markov chains, one walker per SM. The GPU was
used to execute the Box-Muller algorithm and then to generate new config-
urations, while the CPU-side generated the raw random numbers and per-
formed energy calculations for configurations separated by a variable number
of macroupdates m. The total number of macroupdates was kept fixed while
the number of analysis instances was varied. Thus the work performed by
the GPU was not varied, and the needed number of random numbers was
also fixed. Given the total number of macroupdates is s (in this case, 10
blocks of 9240 macroupdates), the number of writeouts and energy analyses
is w = s/m. Thus the CPU time should be of the form a + b/m, where the
constant b includes the cost of computing the energy.
The results for the execution time are shown in the left panel of Fig. 3
with open boxes. As can be seen, for small number of macroupdates between
measurements m, the execution time is indeed very sensitive to m. In this
region, the CPU time dominates, as it is larger than the GPU time. However,
for m > 25, the CPU time becomes “undetectable” as it decreases below the
GPU load. For a system with large autocorrelation times, such masking
would allow to keep all the analysis calculations without parallelizing them
for the GPU, with no performance consequences. Moreover, any additional
overhead on the CPU is also masked, in accordance with the modified Amdahl
law of Eqs. (16)–(17). Notice also that the GPU-dominated region in Fig. 3
is perfectly flat, yet the number of configuration writeouts from the GPU to
host RAM is decreasing as m−1. The GPU is able to continue its work before
the memory transaction is complete, and the cost of configuration writeouts
is masked to the level of being negligible.
The liquid helium system that we consider has short autocorrelation times
regardless of the system size. For optimum performance, the energy calcu-
lations had to be moved to the the GPU as well. The right panel of Fig. 3
shows the resulting execution times (with green crossed boxes). Now the
GPU time consists of a constant generation time and the time for computing
the energy which scales as m−1. The same figure shows masking of another
operator (with blue crosses). In that case, configurations and the energies
are computed on the GPU, while the CPU performs calculations of the pair
distribution function, a quantity of interest for such systems. Again there is
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Figure 3: (Color online) Load masking in a calculation with N = 512
particles and eight independent Markov chains on a GTX560Ti. The plots
show the total execution time in seconds vs the number of macroupdates
between analyses. The total number of macroupdates produced by the GPU
for each chain was the same for each run and equal to 92400 (broken into
10 blocks). Every m macroupdates, the configurations were written out to
the host RAM and some analysis was performed. The vertical axis shows
the total execution time in seconds. All lines are fits to the corresponding
regions in the form a+ b/m. Left: Configurations are produced by the GPU,
energy is computed on the CPU. Filled squares show execution times for
execution with synchronized kernel (that is, CPU and GPU sides execute se-
quentially). Open squares are times for asynchronous (concurrent) execution
with load masking as described in the text. Right: The GPU produces con-
figurations and computes the energy. Green crossed boxes: CPU receives the
configurations but does not perform any analysis. Blue crosses: The CPU
receives the configurations and computes the pair distribution function. In
both cases, the execution is asynchronous. For m > 20, the calculation of
the pair distribution function is completely masked.
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Figure 4: (Color online) Generation of new configurations by GPU compared
to a single-core generation on CPU, for a varying number of particles N . The
generation time is shown per macroupdate per Markov chain. Blue bullets:
560Ti; green triangles: M2090; red squares: K20. GPU details are given
in Table 1. Left: Absolute time, in milliseconds, necessary to perform a
macroupdate. Open symbols correspond to the CPU-only execution with a
single core. Closed symbols: GPU-accelerated generation. Diagonal lines
show ∼ N2 behavior. Right: Resulting acceleration ratios, i.e. ratios of
generation times with or without GPU acceleration for each system. Notice
that generation times are in fact lowest for the K20 GPU
a masking threshold in m above which the additional calculation comes at
no cost.
7.2. Generation speed
In this section we look at the speed in which the GPU can generate
new configurations. This is especially important for properties with large
correlation times. The GPU was only used to generate new configurations,
for as many independent Markov chains as was found optimal to achieve
the maximal throughput. In practice this meant up to 208 walkers for the
smallest N = 64 systems on Kepler K20 (16 walkers per SMX). The optimal
number of resident walkers per SM depends on the model of the GPU. For
example, for the largest system shown in Fig. 4 (N = 1952), Fermi M2090
was optimally ran with two walkers per SM (32 walkers in all), while Kepler
K20 could be efficiently loaded with up to five walkers per SMX (65 walkers
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per card). For CPU-only execution, one chain is optimal to make the best
use of the L1 cache. The results are shown in Fig. 4 in the form of times
necessary to perform a macroupdate and the acceleration ratio for each GPU
model.
As can be seen, the acceleration is remarkable. Both for GPU and CPU,
the macroupdate generation time scales with the system size as N2, and
the resulting acceleration is roughly constant and equal to ×85 for the 560Ti
card, and over×150 for M2090 and K20. However, performance is reduced for
small systems, where random number generation becomes a limiting factor.
The random number generation scales as O(N) and is masked for systems
with more than 256 particles, as discussed in Section 4.
Notice that these results apply to the case when the system has reached
equilibrium and one is interested in determining the observables with best
accuracy, as described in Section 4. For this, one needs to generate maximum
overall number of new configurations for all Markov chains combined. For the
equilibration stage, one would use a smaller number of walkers, perhaps equal
to the number of multiprocessors on the card (between 8 and 16, see Table
1). The best acceleration for the progression of each individual walker that
we observed did not exceed ×12 when the walkers are served by individual
multiprocessors. When dealing with extremely slowly equilibrating systems,
one may have to resort to updating a single walker with the cooperating
kernels, when a single configuration is updated with the entire GPU, as
mentioned in Section 3.
7.3. Full acceleration
Speed gains should ultimately be judged from the time that is necessary
to compute the observables. We focus on the energy, while other properties
have a similar computational complexity. To determine the acceleration, we
compared execution times that are necessary to reach a given error level in
the computed energy per particle. Both parallel and serial programs were
ran with their respective optimal number of macroupdates between analyses,
determined empirically. Optimal execution is understood as such that leads
to the smallest final uncertainty in the computed value of the observable, as
described in Section 4. Because the GPU-accelerated and CPU-bound codes
have different ratios of analysis-to-generation costs α, their optimal number
of macroupdates between analysis m are different (see Eqs.(12–14)). Bench-
marking conditions are detailed in Section 6. Only one core was used on the
CPU-side. For the accelerated code, the raw random numbers were generated
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Figure 5: (Color online) The speed of computing the energy to a given
accuracy as a function of the number of particles N . Blue bullets: 560Ti;
green triangles: M2090; red squares: K20. Left: Time, in seconds, neces-
sary to compute the energy with the error of 1mK per atom. Open sym-
bols correspond to a single-core CPU execution, and closed symbols show
GPU-accelerated execution. Lines show ∼ N behavior. Right: Resulting
acceleration, i.e. ratios of execution times measured with or without GPU
acceleration (show on left panel) for each system.
on the CPU-side, while the GPU performed the Box-Muller transformation,
generated new configurations and computed the energy values. The number
of walkers was chosen such that it provided the best occupancy for each num-
ber of particles N . The optimal number of walkers varies between the cards.
Best results for K20 were achieved with 8 to 12 walkers per multiprocessor
(between 104 and 156 walkers in total), even for the largest systems shown
in Fig. 5.
The benchmarking results are shown in Fig. 5. The left panel shows
the time, in seconds, that is necessary to reach the errorbar of 1 mK. In
agreement with the central limit theorem, the product of the execution time
texec and the square of the resulting error σ is an invariant,
texecσ2 = const .
Both for the CPU-only and GPU-accelerated execution this constant scales
with the first order of the number of particles N , due to self-averaging. This
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relation can be used to estimate the necessary execution time for a desired
accuracy level. At low particle numbers, acceleration is limited by the random
numbers generation. As should be expected, this limitation is more severe
for the higher-performance Kepler GPUs. For all GPUs, we observe linear
scaling of the time-to-error for systems with more than 512 particles. For
a 512-atom system, a 1 mK errorbar is reached in just over two minutes
on Kepler K20 (tσ2 = 130 s · mK2), and in under four minutes on M2090
(tσ2 = 200 s · mK2). It is worth pointing out that this corresponds to a
2 · 10−4 relative accuracy, more than satisfactory for most applications.
The right panel of Fig. 5 shows the resulting acceleration for each card.
The values degrade for small particle number, as commented above. For
systems with more than 500 atoms, acceleration ratios remain relatively con-
stant. For the 560Ti, the value equals to ×50, and for the Tesla M2090 and
K20, acceleration exceeds a factor of ×120. K20 was faster than M2090 for
all system sizes.
7.4. About interpreting the acceleration values
Readers should be cautious when interpreting the acceleration ratios pre-
sented on the right panels of Figs. 4 and 5. Our benchmarks show acceleration
by a factor of over ×150 for generating new configurations and over ×120
for the combined generation and energy calculations. As explained in Sec-
tion 4, these were obtained by comparison with single-threaded execution
on the CPU. Modern multithreaded CPUs, however, have up to eight cores
and are capable of supporting as many as 16 threads. Thus when comparing
with the computational capability of an entire CPU, presuming nearly-ideal
parallelization, one should remember to divide by the supported number of
threads. Misunderstandings of this sort often plague the interpretation of
the GPU accelerator capabilities.
The true “benchmark” for a program of this kind is its ability to compute
observables. For quantum Monte Carlo calculations, this amounts to the
ability to reach a desired level of statistical accuracy. We have thus focused
on the generation of the Markov chain in general, and also used the energy as
a reference observable. The performance for both of these functions can be
clearly characterized in absolute terms. For the Markov chain generation, one
can find the rate at which new configurations can be produced, and for the
energy calculation, one can record the time-to-error as explained above. This
information is provided in the left panels of Figs. 4 and 5. Such “observables
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performance” can be readily compared between different programs and even
methods.
7.5. Notes on the Kepler K20 performance
It is worth pointing out that the K20 was the best performing card. The
execution times, shown in the left panels of Figs. 4 and 5, are smaller for the
K20 than for the other two cards. The acceleration, shown in the right panels
of the two figures, seems larger for the M2090 because the individual CPU
cores of the machine with the M2090 where slower, thus slightly inflating
the acceleration. In fact, the K20 was as much as one-third faster than
the M2090. This is remarkable given the already strong performance of the
M2090. The improvement was achieved by using the register-heavy routines
as described in Section 5. The extraordinarily large amount of register space
on Kepler chips allowed to simultaneously process a larger number of walkers
and thus keep the card occupancy high.
The second advantage of the large register space of the K20 is that it is
capable of handling much larger systems when using the register-heavy rou-
tines, as described in Section 5. The scaling behaviors shown in Figs. 4 and 5
are preserved even for the largest systems. This is despite the fact that for
large systems, one is limited to a single walker per multiprocessor. For exam-
ple, generating one macroupdate for a 40960-particle calculation takes 418 ms
(this number takes into account the fact that there were 13 walkers in to-
tal). The energy-computing kernel uses extra memory to store wavefunction
derivatives; this kernel was used with up to 10240 particles. The ability to
treat such large systems opens an access to a range of new applications.
8. Conclusion
We have developed a remarkably efficient parallelization of bosonic vari-
ational Monte Carlo for graphical processing units. Up to two thousand
particles may be treated with an Nvidia Fermi GPU, and up to ten thousand
with Nvidia Kepler cards. The GPU exhibits excellent speed results, which
we measure as the time necessary to reach a level of statistical uncertainty in
observables. The good acceleration is mainly due to two developments. First
and foremost, the execution was organized to allow for shared memory per-
sistence. The thread blocks of the GPU run uninterrupted for multiple steps,
maintaining their walker information in shared memory or even in the regis-
ter space. Second, the produced configurations are written out by the GPU
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to host memory as the calculation progresses. The analysis and observable
calculations can occur both on the GPU and on the CPU. The analysis on the
CPU occurs simultaneously with the GPU generating the next configuration.
This masks the CPU load and allows the developer to focus on improving
the parallel fraction of the generating GPU kernel. The asynchronous exe-
cution results in a modified version of the Amdahl law. Existing CPU-based
routines may be readily applied to the generated configurations, easing the
transition to the GPU-parallel execution. The code is distributed in a form
of a package that is ready to simulate liquid 4He. With minor modifications,
it can be rendered to apply to a range of bosonic problems.
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